Why are you here now?
Expand your awareness and your life to an entirely new
level at this pivotal time on Planet Earth!
Schedule a Between Lives Soul Regression (BLSR) Session
with Dr. Linda Backman!
* Remotely via Zoom or in Linda’s Boulder, Colorado office *

Discover the journey of your soul from lifetime to lifetime through a Between Lives Soul Regression
session with licensed psychologist and expert regression therapist Dr. Linda Backman, available
remotely via Zoom or in Linda’s office near Boulder, Colorado. Between Lives Soul Regression (BLSR)
Therapy serves as a healing tool in a similar, but often deeper and more profound, manner as Past Life
Soul Regression (PLSR) Therapy.
Linda studied, taught, and served as President on the Board of The Society for Spiritual Regression
(now The Michael Newton Institute for Life Between Lives Hypnotherapy) with Dr. Michael Newton,
Journey of Souls/Destiny of Souls. Linda has spent 25+ years conducting 1000's of regressions into the
Between Lives state to uncover experiences between incarnations. BLSR sessions (3 1/2 hours in
length) bring to light specific details concerning transitioning from the body into spirit, and who comes
to meet us and guide us as we cross over. BLSR Regression Therapy helps us evaluate our previous
lives with soul "friends" and "elders," and illuminates how we choose the details of our next life.
Through the process of relaxation, guided imagery, and hypnosis, Linda will guide you through
regression to discover the fascinating, mystical, and wholly real world of the time when we are pure
soul. The majority of individuals are fully capable of accomplishing this experience. Gaining the
awareness and knowledge of what actually occurs from the time of death until our next lifetime, for
many, is a healing tool beyond description.
What are the key elements of purpose of your "thumbprint" soul? Who are the individuals with
whom you have lived lifetime to lifetime? What is the unique purpose of your current life? How did
you choose your body/brain, those who are your family members, and the steps along the path of this
life? These questions and many others can be answered through the experience of a Between Lives
Soul Regression. Learn more here: https://ravenheartcenter.com/index.php/soulregression/between-lives-soul-regression
Contact Earl@RavenHeartCenter.com or call 303-818-0575 for more details
and to schedule a session. Please don’t hesitate to inquire if you have any questions.

